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PRAISE FOR LEMONS AND LAVENDER

“Billee Sharp set up an almost entirely self-suﬀicient household in which cough
and colds call for honey-sweetened cayenne infusions and oatmeal baths eas
poison oak...In this era of unanswered healthcare questions, that’s good news.”

—East Bay Expres

“Billee Sharp pointed out, the more extravagant the gifts, the harder the parent
must work to provide them, resulting in less time spent with their kid
Lavishness, in this sense, becomes empty compensation for a shortage of availabl
love.”

—San Francisco Bay Guardia

“You needn’t be a tree-hugging hippie to enjoy some of Sharp’s tips. She provide
advice on saving a cell phone that has been dropped in water, and oﬀers website
for downloading free music legally. You will even ﬁnd a section dedicated to part
games… From gardening tips to recipes for baking bread at home, you’re sure t
find a gem of practical wisdom that sits well with you.”

—Sacramento Book Review

“This book is a great reference book/reminder for the knowledgeable, alread
experienced ‘environmentalist’ and even better for beginners. In addition to a
the information in the book, there are great online sources and websites liste
throughout and an index of sites.”

—Fresno Book Review

“Five minutes into this book, I was hooked. Even though I’m a frugal-savvy ga
already, I still found plenty of new ideas, websites, crafts, recipes, and som
reminders of things I knew but needed a kick to get into gear…A step-by-ste
handbook to revolutionizing your spending habits and reclaiming your quality o
life. The book holds up to this promise—and in a time where we all need as muc
help as we can get, it’s empowering to be able to claim your self-reliance, sav
money, and make a positive impact on the environment!...Everyone will beneﬁ
from this fabulous guide!”

—Country Bookshelf blo

“It is like a little holistic handbook for your life that just happens to be centere
around food. The tone in this book is just plain upbeat, positive, and really good.”

—Retail Therapy Lounge blo

“A warehouse full of inspiration for whatever will ultimately blaze your own trail…
Best thing about it: the happy collision of hippie and techie.”

—Bitch Magazin

“The book is divided up into seven chapters with a little bit of ﬁx, make, grow, an
bake in each section. It’s also an easy read as each chapter is further broke
down into stories, ideas, tips, notes, recipes, lists, etc. It’s a perfect bedtime rea
as the book is small, easy to hold up while lying down, and the short bits allow yo
to read only a little, without missing a thing, before drifting off.”

—The Lucky Yogini blo

“I recommend this book. It’s thoughtfully written and you won’t end up feelin
like a penny-pinching miser in some hippie gulag, but rather like a
environmentally aware superstar who coincidentally has a very clean home
better skin, and the information a person needs to revive their cell phone if
takes an accidental swim. Tip o’ the trowel to Billee!”

—Pennsylvania Garden blo

“In this DIY guide to the good life, readers learn how to edit their lives, since i
the long run, less is more—pedal now or paddle later! Readers and their familie
can live more joyfully and far more creatively, all on a dime. The best things in lif
are free—or very nearly free—and author Billee Sharp shares her freecycling
budget-savvy, barter-better wisdom.”

—The Thrifty Things blo

“It is one of those books you have to attach post-it tabs to as you read in order t
go back later and quickly ﬁnd something you read before that was useful. Why
Because the entire book is ﬁlled with advice, recipes, money saving tips, gree
living tips, fun things to do with the kids, and even helpful gardening tips.”

—OrganicTaste blo

“There are so many things in here that I really wish I had known in those ﬁrst few
years of marriage and living on my own! It includes everything from how to ﬁx
toilet leak to how to grow your own lettuce and so much more.”

—Turning the Clock Back blo

“The book is really about reframing the way you think about what is considere
‘quality’ in life. The best things in life truly can be free (or low cost) and the boo
explains why. I have felt motivated to implement some of the suggestions in th
book as I am always looking for ways to save money! I have decided to take on
suggestion a month and fully implement it to see how much money I can save!”

—Cake Mom blo

“From creating your own cleaning products to growing organic vegetables, th
book covers it all. The emphasis is on self-reliance, sustainability, and the all
important saving a buck. Billee has found a way amongst the tangible suggestion
to weave a subtle life lesson regarding living lightly, focusing on our passions an
people.”

—Healthy Holistic Living websit

“There is not a single page in the book that I didn’t have an ‘a-ha!’ moment or ﬁn
some useful tip or website/organization that could make me an even Greene
Greenie. With resources out the wazoo… and enough recipes for homemad
cleaners and meals, I don’t think this book can live on my bookshelf; it must b
stored in the kitchen as a reference guide! I think there is a new authority in tow
on Greening up our lives and it is Billee Sharp!”

—Green Leaf Reviewer blo

“If you’re considering downshifting, want to improve your quality of life, or simpl
want to consume less and create more, then this book is well worth reading. It
inspiring with great suggestions to get your creative juices ﬂowing and by the en
of it you’ll view your resources differently and be on your way to self-reliance.”

—Little Green Blo

FOREWORD

Marriage, motherhood, multiple careers, wise forebears—a stonecutter father,
kitchen-wiz mother, and hardworking, victory-garden-growing grandparents—
along with the serious study of sages from J.R.R. Tolkien to Stewart Brand hav
conferred several lifetimes’ worth of wisdom upon Billee Sharp, who can mak
piñatas, cure cold sores, and ﬁx leaky faucets—without spending a dime. Sociall
aware, eco-conscious citizen that she is, Sharp pays it forward in Lemons an
Lavender, a handbook packed with inspiration, ideas, and handy how-tos for ever
room in the house. From crafting techniques to bath-salt formulas, it’s s
engagingly written that even the staunchest procrastinator or toolophobe will b
coaxed to snatch up shovels, stencils, screwdrivers, and sangria recipe
transforming wardrobes and lifestyles in the process.
Whether you’re a diehard DIYer or new to the fold, Billee Sharp is exactly wh
you want in your (handpainted, rag-rugged, borax-cleansed) corner. As she s
eloquently reveals in Lemons and Lavender, she’s not only the cheering-squad pa
you wish you had; she’s also your friendly neighborhood philosopher, caree
counselor, ﬁnancial planner, political activist, party organizer, plumber, ar
instructor, healer, herbalist, beautician, travelagent, decorator, gardener
psychologist, and chef. She describes herself as “a committed daydreamer.” But
self-reliance, independence, and the saving of oodles of cash is the result, then th
president should appoint a daydreaming czar. I know whom I’d nominate.
Anneli Rufus

INTRODUCTION
Do Your Own Thing!

Most of us are searching for the good life. What constitutes a “good life”
obviously subjective, but our quest to ﬁnd happiness directs each of our lives i
unexpected ways. When I think of personal happiness, security and fulﬁllmen
immediately come to mind. We all want the means to realize our hearts’ desires
but it is perhaps these desires that need to be reexamined. As a society, we’v
recently learned the hard way that we often want more than we can aﬀord: ou
overextended credit system and failed subprime mortgage market have led ou
economy to a near collapse.
Twenty-ﬁrst-century life aﬀords us a unique perspective on the world we live in
We are hyperconnected to the rest of the globe, and we are all too aware of th
ecological and economic crises that beset contemporary life. We can see that ou
daily actions have very real repercussions, and what we do as individuals shape
our world both literally and ﬁguratively. We now have an opportunity to take ou
vision for humanity more seriously.
Slowly, we are acknowledging that the earth does not have the capacity to mee
our unrepressed appetites, and that to end the destruction of our environmen
and the suffering of millions, we have to want less individually.
Our emotional well-being is connected to how much money we have; while it
wretched and distracting not to have enough money to pay the bills, there ar
also pressures and worries that come with having plenty.
As Duane Elgin notes in his book Promise Ahead,

For many, the American Dream has become the soul’s nightmare. Often, th
price of aﬄuence is inner alienation and emptiness. Not surprisingly, poll
show that a growing number of Americans are seeking lives of greate
simplicity as a way to rediscover the life of the soul.

How do we adapt our life expectations accordingly? For me, the desirability of
$7,000 designer handbag evaporates when compared to the number of peopl

that sum could feed. The carbon oﬀsetting system—where individuals calculat
their carbon expenditure and try to lower their carbon footprint—is an initiativ
that shows how seriously we take our situation. Likewise, the growing support fo
fair-traded goods in commercial markets is evidence that mainstream society
beginning to show more compassion for the people who make and grow our food.
Quite literally, how we see the world has changed. In 1966, with the questio
“Why haven’t we seen a photograph of the whole earth yet?” Stewart Bran
initiated a public campaign for NASA to release the satellite image of our plane
from outer space. His argument was that the image would be a powerful symbo
for humanity, and he was right. Our visualization of the world was changed wit
our access to this image, and this parallels the dramatic reconﬁgurations tha
have transformed Western society. We now have legislation that prohibit
discrimination based on color, gender, and religion. Popular opinion and ou
evolving global consciousness give us hope that humankind can peacefully coexis
with one another and with the earth.
I believe that this newly awakened consciousness is due, in large part, to th
radical ideas of the Sixties counterculture movement. My own personal philosoph
has been shaped by the ideologies of that era, and I felt their impact even as
child. I was impressed by images of student protesters on the evening news an
evocative Beatles songs, as well as by an elementary school teacher of mine wh
wore a purple corduroy suit and a hand-knitted tie and introduced me to Th
Hobbit. I was deeply aﬀected by my elder cousin’s vegetarianism and admired th
way she and her boyfriend traveled with a guitar so they could make musi
whenever they wanted it.
I, too, wanted a life of new possibilities. So in the early 1990s I relocated acros
the globe from London to California, where I started a family and an independen
record label with my musician husband. The economic reality of doing our ow
thing in San Francisco led me to reexamine the ideas of those free-thinkin
hippies, adopting and adapting as I saw ﬁt. I also started to explore their cultur
and history in earnest. I began to read Ken Kesey, Jack Kerouac, Tom Wolfe, and
Allen Ginsberg, and their mind-blowing literature and poetry led me to radica
social theorists like Timothy Leary, Stewart Brand, R. Buckminster Fuller, and
Terence McKenna. I also read Alan Watts and Ram Dass on spirituality and Rache
Carson on the environment. I began to see how the cultural revolution that bega
in the Fifties seeped into all areas of society, from the music and literature o
popular culture to the antiwar activism that ended the Vietnam War. I saw it
reverberations through the women’s movement, the civil rights movement, an
environmentalism, and I realized that all these strands are connected through th
radical thinking.
The scope of the counterculture movement went beyond theoretical discourse
philosophy, and art into the practical realm of creating a new reality. Alicia Bay
Laurel’s beautiful manual, Living On the Earth, and Stewart Brand’s Whole Eart
Catalog informed a generation about how to live their ideals and rely less o
consumer society to survive.
Nor were the counterculturists slow to embrace the communicative power o

the Internet. The Well, an early online community that Brand initiated, embodie
the principle of interconnectivity that we call “social networking” in today’s onlin
world. Futurist thinkers like Buckminster Fuller and Marshall McLuhan believe
that technology held the key to social transformation. Fuller characterized ou
planet as “Spaceship Earth,” a miraculous vehicle for which we don’t have a
operating manual. Fuller considers this a deliberate omission, as we have had t
use and develop our intellect to survive. Now, he writes, “We are learning how w
can anticipate the consequences of an increasing number of alternative ways o
extending our satisfactory survival and growth—both physical and metaphysical.”
There is no doubt in my mind that we live in a world enriched by the collectiv
eﬀorts of the ﬂower children, the academics, and the great unsung masses wh
lived out their ideas and created a new social reality.
For the last 40 years or so, however, society has been looking down upo
counterculture, and hippies speciﬁcally, applying stereotypes to them such a
Birkenstocks, tie-dye, and Dead Heads. The reality is that our culture has bee
thoroughly enriched by the emphasis of those colorful hippies in communit
activism, social and political equality, and environmentalism.
Now that we see the cracks in our overcommodiﬁed society, more of us ar
dreaming of ﬁnding a simpler life where less is consumed and wasted and wher
earning the highest income is not our primary goal. We have found that jus
acquiring and maintaining our wealth has become increasingly onerous and tha
our individual economies strain under that burden.
Unfortunately, the counterculture visionaries didn’t provide us with a foolproo
blueprint that we can just superimpose on our 21st-century reality. Some of thei
concepts, like communal living, no longer seem viable except to a few. Yet whil
the principles of communal living may not appeal to us now en masse, that spirit
alive and well in grassroots community programs and communal garden
Cooperatives ﬂourish, too—from food-buying to labor-sharing pools, the hippi
ideals live on. The Diggers of San Francisco were a radical street theater grou
whose activities extended to a Free Bakery, from which they distributed whol
wheat loaves made in coﬀee cans, a Free Store, a Free Clinic, communal living
and art happenings. The Diggers’ eﬀorts inspired the Haight-Ashbury Free Clinic
which continues to oﬀer medical treatment to the uninsured, and Food No
Bombs cites the Diggers as an inspiration for their free food program. Th
counterculture’s intoxicating blend of self-discovery and community awarenes
has enriched our appreciation of the arts and the environment and continues t
inspire us to create the culture that we want today. Not surprisingly, the Digger
popularized the expression “Do Your Own Thing!”—and they meant it.
It seems that for a while we shelved those Utopian ideals and began to favor
credit culture in which everything could be acquired now but paid for later. Thi
impractical and irresponsible lifestyle has completely imploded, and although th
is a grim reality, I believe the good life we seek does beckon. All we need to do i
define it.
On a fundamental level, being committed to friends and family determines th
quality of our lives. We are social beings and community is our nourishment—

without support we quickly feel vulnerable. It is with humility that we realize tha
our resources—in all senses—are greater when they are shared.
Our ﬁnances are strained in an unstable economy, so we are forced to chang
our lifestyle accordingly. Now is the time to revive the undervalued virtue of thri
and to cut back on the things that we can’t aﬀord. This is not a dreary call t
economize, but rather an opportunity to scrutinize. What do we really need i
order to sustain ourselves?
When we are not weighed down with insurmountable bills, we can pursue th
direction of the good life we want. On a practical level, the lower you can mak
your basic living expenses, the easier they become to meet. Reducing expense
doesn’t mean lowering your expectations of a desirable life. In fact, it’s quite th
opposite. I’ve found that I get more satisfaction from lower expenditures becaus
I contribute less waste—including product packaging, gas, waste to the landﬁl
and so on. From this perspective, quite a lot becomes possible.
Joseph Campbell wrote, “Follow your bliss and the universe will open door
where there were only walls.” It seems sensible to start by following our passion
which calls to mind the story of Gypsy Boots. Born into a poor immigrant family
Robert Bootzin had an early interest in healthy living; his mother taught him t
eat out of the ﬁelds and hedgerows. By the time he reached maturity he ha
evolved into Gypsy Boots, one of the original “Nature Boys” who lived freely o
the land in the 1940s. Gypsy Boots and the Nature Boys promoted a health
vegetarian lifestyle, practiced yoga, and sought to treat all humankind with lov
and laughter.
In 1958, Gypsy Boots opened Los Angeles’s ﬁrst health food restaurant, th
Back to Nature Health Hut, and proceeded to bring his vegetarian ideas to
wider and ultimately inﬂuential Hollywood audience. During the Sixties, h
became a television personality. He was a regular guest on The Steve Allen Show
the perfect platform upon which to spread his ideas even further. Bare Feet an
Good Things to Eat, his autobiography, detailed his lifestyle ideas and the way h
sustained himself and his family by being true to his beliefs. The way Boot
describes the management style of his restaurant reminds me of contemporar
community kitchen initiatives like the SAME Restaurant in Denver, where guest
are requested to pay whatever price they think is fair for their meal; if they don
have enough money, they can pay “in kind” by working in the kitchen.
I’m not suggesting that everybody needs to ditch the SUV and begin a macram
plant-holder business, but I do think that simply doing what makes you happy wi
reap the best rewards. If you love books, try interning for a publisher to get a
insight into their profession, or volunteer at your local library to see how that suit
you. In the process you’ll surely meet new people, get to share your ideas, an
learn a lot about yourself. If you want to stay at home while your kids are young
as I did, ﬁnd a business you can run from home on your own schedule. My father
advice to my sister and me was to try to make a career out of doing what we love
best—his working life as a stonemason, sculptor, and teacher gave us a goo
example to follow. He loved stone carving from the ﬁrst moment he held a chise
in his hand and happily made a good living from his expertise.

My greatest hope is that this book empowers you to think creatively and t
create the life that you really want. In this book I oﬀer you suggestions for ways t
live happily and aﬀordably while following your dreams and aspirations. I don
have a magic solution or mantra; I am advocating that you reevaluate how yo
live. Herein you will ﬁnd all my “trade secrets”: tips and tools for how you can liv
better than ever on less. In working toward creating the good life for my famil
and friends, I have found much joy, greater peace of mind, and true enjoymen
from the simple pleasures in life. I am reminded of the old Native America
saying, “Certain things catch your eye, but pursue only those that capture you
heart.”

CHAPTER 1
Revolutionary Budgeting: Taking Control of Your
Resources

Whatever it is that you really want to do in life, you have the power to make
happen. Over the years, I’ve developed a plan for making my aspirations come t
fruition that requires a new conceptualization of resources and a revision o
lifestyle choices. I call this personal economic empowerment revolutionar
budgeting because it takes a personal revolution for most of us to break out of ou
consumer-centric reality and think diﬀerently about our personal economy. Fo
many, money brings up all our fears and insecurities, but I urge you to shake a
that oﬀ and step up and take control of your own ﬁnances. This act of courage wi
pay off for the rest of your life.
The foundation steps that I outline here are designed as a guideline fo
restructuring your strategy toward achieving your vision of the good life yo
want.

STEP 1: KNOW YOUR GOAL AND PLAN
ACCORDINGLY

Figuring out what we want to do with our lives isn’t necessarily straightforwar
and takes some soul-searching. We spend so much of our precious time earnin
money that it is really important to be able to enjoy our work. To know your pat
involves tuning out self-doubting fears. You may know exactly what career yo
want to follow but lack conﬁdence in your direction. Abandon those insecuritie
and stop listening to the inner curmudgeon who tells you that you don’t have th
ability or resources to do what you really want to do. There is no useful purpose i
doubting yourself. The pertinent issue will be whether you are prepared to d

whatever it takes to follow your path: perhaps years of study, with the willingnes
to downscale your expectations of material wealth.
I feel sad when I hear someone say, “I’ve always wanted to start a business”—o
go to school or become an artist and so on—“but I don’t have enough money.”
always want to sit them down and have a good chat. I say, do what you love an
the money will follow. You just may need to love more than one thing!
This is the situation I’ve found myself in in recent years: my aim has been to b
present in my children’s lives and develop as a writer, and these objectives hav
put a diﬀerent slant on my work expectations. I have done a lot of interesting an
greatly varied work in order to be present for my kids. Likewise, my desire t
write has meant that I’ve needed time to work on my skills and understand th
world of publishing—to this end, I interned at a publishing house for six month
In pursuit of realizing my humble dreams, I’ve worked remotely for an Interne
company, done freelance writing, publicity, and marketing, promoted parties an
events, baked pies, walked dogs, and started an eco-cleaning service. I wanted t
be able to be a full-time mom with a writing habit, and in all these ways I’v
managed to do exactly that.
Making a major decision about life direction is a huge responsibility and not t
be taken lightly. Often, trying something out and getting some preliminary hands
on experience will greatly help you make the right decision. By interning o
volunteering, you’ll soon find out if you really want to commit.
Ten years ago, I thought I might like to go back to college and earn a law
degree. However, I was daunted by the workload and amount of time it woul
take before I would be eligible to take the bar exam. And the tremendous expens
of law school was shocking. I started looking into my options, and I saw that m
local community college oﬀered transferable law degree units. These law unit
also constituted a paralegal qualification, a good backup for me.
I took three law classes and passed them all. I was well on my way to becomin
a qualiﬁed paralegal, and I also had units that would work as part of a law degree
Suddenly it dawned on me that I would have to work for a corporate law ﬁrm fo
quite a few years to pay oﬀ my student loans, which was not at all appealing
Consequently, I stopped the classes. I have always felt good about my decision.
tried it, enjoyed some conﬁdence-boosting success, and, in the process, learned
really did not want to pursue a law career. I was extremely glad that I didn’t appl
to law school without fully considering the impact it would have on my life. In th
process of my studies, while interning at an Eviction Support Center, I learned
huge amount about tenants’ rights, which I’ve subsequently dispensed freely t
anybody who has needed advice. I’ve deﬁnitely gained an advantage by having
basic grasp of legal procedures, protocols, and the inside scoop on the baﬄin
legalese that most contracts are written in!
SO WHAT IS IT THAT YOU REALLY WANT TO DO?

If you’re not sure about your direction, try this process: write down the jobs tha

appeal to you, bearing in mind your personal interests—for example, artist, ar
teacher, art tutor, art therapist, gallerist, curator, art museum worker. All the
options following “artist” are art related; whatever your starting point, just kee
adding options that seem attractive even if you’ve never really considered them
before. You might have more than one starting point, but you’ll create a list o
possibilities that you can then research further. Perhaps your friends and th
neighborhood kids rave about your cupcakes and you’ve always dreamed o
opening a bakery. Start a little home-based business. If demand rises, you ca
look into renting a commercial kitchen.

STEP 2: PRACTICE EXTREME THRIFT

Take a long, hard look at your ﬁnances. It will be scary for most of us, but b
brave—you must establish the bottom line to know what your financial reality is.
Work up a ﬁnancial budget starting with the basics: ﬁgure out your monthl
income and your monthly expenses. If your expenses exceed the incoming fund
you must ﬁnd ways to spend less. Some bills are pretty much ﬁxed, but eve
mortgages and rents are negotiable, and it is worth trying to get some reductio
if your budget is tight.
When my friend Louise had a roommate move out unexpectedly, she needed t
save $600 a month. She cut her New York Times delivery service and severa
magazine subscriptions, axed her cable service and her home Interne
connection, and reduced her food and wine bills as well. Nobody was mor
surprised than Louise herself when these few economies covered her shortfall.
When budgeting is tight, it is time to start practicing extreme thrift.
Thrift used to be considered a virtue, and you’ll be proud of your self-contro
when you stop buying anything but essentials. Feel free to take a certain pleasur
in having saved even a few dollars; this isn’t about being stingy, but rather abou
appreciating a bargain.
If you have a shortfall between income and expenditures, then it is time t
consider reducing your bills and cutting back on some expenses. This doesn
mean that your lifestyle has to suffer; some strategic savings will help you create
budget that will enable you to do what you really want to do. Bills can always b
reduced—if you take the time to call and negotiate, you will see where you ca
save. The initial step is to see if you can reduce your payments while keepin
services and insurance policies intact.
The Internet is a valuable resource. As an informational source and as
research tool, it is unrivaled. And while online access does require a compute
and an Internet connection, both of which have to be paid for, public librarie
have computers and free access.
There are many ways you can save money by doing research online. Certai
sites that compare prices of insurance policies, cell phone plans, cable an

satellite TV packages, and so on, will make your research easy. You’ll ﬁnd that you
can indeed pay less for the same services if you spend the time researching th
best prices.
Shopping online will also earn you huge savings on many purchase
undercutting high street prices signiﬁcantly. Paying bills online saves the cost o
stamps and envelopes, with the added bonus of saving trees in the process.
When you’re satisﬁed that you’ve got the best deals available on your bills bu
are still over budget, start to consider what you can do without.
Do you really get value from cable TV, or can you live without it? This type o
budgetary consideration is very personal—it’s about your unique perceptions an
needs. But having in mind a baseline budget that you want to achieve is the key
because choosing to cut your expenditures will be easier when your goal
gleaming ahead. It may seem hard to lose familiar comforts, but it is surprisin
how quickly you can recover. I just let my subscription to The New Yorker laps
this year. Although I love it, I don’t have time to read it every week. I gathere
together all the copies in the house and realized that I’d barely read any of them
I now have a pile of back issues that I’m working through, and when I’ve rea
them all, I’ll consider subscribing again.
I know a family who decided to axe their cable TV service: they needed t
economize and were also concerned with how much time their kids spent viewing
They switched from a $60 monthly service to an online movie service for a third o
the price, and everybody was happy. The kids got to order their movies and th
parents got to save money and stop worrying about their kids being full tim
channel-surfing couch potatoes.
Look long and hard at all your monthly expenditures to see what you can d
without.
Your quality of life doesn’t have to deteriorate because you are spending les
money. My friend Sarah refused to consider giving up her membership to
private gym even though she admitted only using the swimming pool and th
steam room. She usually only had time to swim a couple of times a week and onl
managed to get in the steam room a couple of times a month. Eventually, as th
gym bill got more diﬀicult to pay, she ﬁgured out that she could swim three time
weekly at the local public pool and treat herself to a sauna every week and sti
save $40 a month.
Creating a budget for weekly groceries and household essentials will help yo
reduce your expenditures. I’ve found that planning meals keeps my grocery bill i
check. I try to plan ﬁve evening meals in advance as well as food for a week
breakfasts, lunches, and snacks. In my home, we feed a lot of people in an averag
week. By buying basic ingredients such as rice, ﬂour, oats, pasta, beans, an
legumes in bulk, I always have something in the cupboard to put together a mea
without having to make a costly trip to the supermarket. Be as creative as you ca
with your resources to stay within your budget.
Aside from cutting back on nonessentials and living within your prescribe
budget, you should also make a big eﬀort to save. Saving, as I well know, is tough
The three main diﬀiculties I encounter are resisting the temptation to spend

understanding the advantages of saving, and dispelling my optimism that I ca
make things happen without saving. Save so that you have an emergency fund fo
unexpected expenses, and set aside a small portion for holidays and gift-giving.
The theoretical advantage of saving is obvious but the interest you earn o
savings is the bonus. It is literally free money. Look for high-interest saving
accounts that don’t have a penalty for the withdrawal of funds. On small amount
like my holiday savings, the interest won’t be huge, but it is still welcome. Large
savings deposits can accrue quite signiﬁcantly thanks to compound interes
Compound interest is literally “interest on your interest”—it’s the bank’s way o
rewarding you for letting them use your money while you save.

STEP 3: SEEK OUT THE FREE

There are ways to get what you need without spending money, and there ar
plenty of free resources to tap into. Extreme thrift doesn’t mean sacriﬁcing th
fun in life—it is there for the taking, and often free. In the Bay Area, where I live
there is a ﬁne tradition of putting unwanted items out on the curb. My place now
has a pair of great bookshelves that we found outside a house in the Oakland Hill
Our beloved coﬀee table is one we spied on the street 15 years ago and have use
every day since.
Perhaps the greatest contemporary tool for seeking out the free is the Interne
The free-minded and -spirited have embraced the possibilities of the online worl
as well as the mercantile one. The gift economy ethos has ﬂourished online wit
sites like Freecycle (freecycle.org), which operates local networks wher
participants post their oﬀerings and their needs and keep goods circulatin
without money being exchanged. The Free section on Craigslist has a few of m
friends addicted, and with good reason: one friend acquired an amazing redwoo
hot tub with a matching wet bar!
There are online resources for free advice on practically anything from lega
matters to ﬁxing appliances. There are plenty of free legally downloadable movie
and music tracks. Swap-based sites range from book and music tradin
destinations like Swapmeet.com to Project Gutenberg (gutenberg.org), whic
oﬀers free ebooks. Shopping online will also bring you huge savings on man
purchases, undercutting high street prices significantly.
My favorite free online service has to be free international video phone calls o
Skype. Skype oﬀers free downloads of their software, which enables free calls t
any computer that has the software installed. After years of not seeing my parent
in England regularly, we now can see each other and chat for hours for free.
Free initiatives began before the world went online, but many have utilized th
medium. By visiting the website of one of my favorites, the Really Really Fre
Market, I discovered that there are 27 RRFMs meeting regularly in the State
The RRFM meets once a month, and the market works like a potluck—you brin

and take at will. There is absolutely no bartering, trading, or selling; everything
free. Some people bring clothes, bric-a-brac, plants and seedlings, food an
drinks, tarot readings, haircuts, legal advice; the list is endless. This kind o
initiative is changing ideas about scarcity and revitalizing our ability to simpl
share. If there isn’t an RRFM in your area, visit their websit
(www.reallyreallyfree.org) and get tips on how to start one.
In our community, we are blessed to have a fabulous weekly Free Farm Stand
which oﬀers free locally grown produce to all comers, as well as seedlings an
gardening advice. We are witnessing a huge growth in community gardenin
initiatives, where people are coming together to grow food in their gardens an
reclaimed lots. The free scene vibe is that scarcity does not really exist in ou
society and that sharing our surplus makes complete sense. SF Glea
(sfglean.org), another great local example, is a nonproﬁt that harvests fruits an
nuts from local garden trees and donates it to food banks, homeless shelters, an
the Free Farm Stand. Produce To The People runs a similar harvesting program
in the same small city, which just goes to show how much food is being grown tha
people are willing to share. If you research your area and don’t ﬁnd this kind o
initiative, it might be time to start one up yourself.
Freeganism is a philosophy and a practice of utilizing the free abundanc
around us. Freegans, in their own words, “employ alternative strategies for livin
based on limited participation in the conventional economy and minima
consumption of resources.” They are famous for dumpster diving for food an
other goods and embracing the concept of cooperation. The oﬀicial Freega
website (freegan.info) makes for fascinating reading and lists all existing Freega
networks worldwide as well as offering tips for the lone dumpster diver.

HOW TO SAVE
Keep a change jar. When it’s full, put the money in your ^U savings
account.
Save a dollar a day.
Research online savings accounts—they have the best interest rates.
Set realistic goals for saving. Save what you can afford.
Start an automatic savings plan with your bank.
Use your credit card to make purchases, pay the card in full every month,
and earn cash and travel credits.
Avoid ATM fees. Only withdraw from machines approved by your bank for
free use.
Buy your checks from a check company; they are much cheaper than the
bank.
Get paid to be environmentally friendly. You can make an offer on all
electronic equipment at gazelle.com. They pay for shipping and even send
you a box!
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